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Pilot Project
OVERVIEW

Our vision is to build an affordable housing prototype micro village with ten small earthen homes

(300-600 sq ft each), one steel commercial kitchen/dining building, one separate bathhouse and a

community garden on ten acres. This "biome village" is the first village designed for a healthy

microbiome in the whole village. Once it is built, it will become our training facility as we train cohorts of

“village builders” who will build many more biome-villages! Current upward trends in co-housing,

co-living, co-working and urban flight indicate that now is the time for a model like this.

GOALS

1. To establish a totally unique shared-equity model of clean, affordable home ownership.

2. To engage our city’s extraordinary leadership in the field of Earth-based-building and create a

trade school to train builders in adobe, cob, super-adobe techniques, like this:

https://www.sfcc.edu/programs/adobe-construction/

3. To create a group of graduates who have a diverse enough skill set (construction, water

catchment, systems optimization and financial literacy) to go build more neighborhoods!

4. To create homes, programs and learning environments that prioritize human health.

OBJECTIVES

By the end of 2023, we’d like to have acquired the land, built the two shared infrastructure buildings and

be engaged in teaching as we complete the ten earthen homes. By the end of 2024, we would like to be

fully engaged in programming of other modules (Farming, biome management, community dynamics)

with residential students and teachers partially on site for classes and partially at the next pod building

site. Graduates would be hired as builders and consultants on subsequent projects throughout the

region.

http://www.crookedforestinstitute.org


ASSETS

We at Crooked Forest have an extremely clear frame of reference–from extensive personal experience–

for why we need to create a new model of affordable housing.

All of the Board members (and one of the Advisory Council members) have experienced homelessness

that went on for years due to the lack of clean affordable housing. The model we are describing meets

the needs of the Sensitives, the younger generation who may never otherwise afford to own their home,

the working man or woman who can’t pay all the bills and stay healthy, the strung-out single parent and

the isolated elder.

We need smaller, more humble houses in community. For health.
For sanity. For God’s sake.

This model calls for building structures on a Community Land Trust (CLT.) The buildings on the common

land (The steel commercial kitchen/dining building, the separate bathhouse and the community garden)

are shared-equity, and each person pays a land-use fee to the CLT for their use. But each of the homes

can be privately owned, bought and sold. Homes are private-equity. Equity can accrue, but the CLT

model keeps the homes affordable for generations. Owners can build and modify their houses how they

like. The starter homes don’t have to have a kitchen or bathroom, for example. But if they can afford to

build those in, they are welcome to.

Each beautiful, elegant home would likely start at around $60,000. We are hard at work on a prototype

for that price point.

Assuming we find a CDFI lender, the mortgage payment for the home would be about $400/month and

the land use fee to the CLT would be about $100/month. For those whose housing budget is only $500

right now, they are likely to be renting a fifty year old leaking trailer and having health problems.



Let’s roar about SOAR

STRENGTHS – Our team is not just motivated, we’re obsessed. The treasurer is a cracker-jack book

keeper. The secretary is a dynamo. The director just finished her third building project. We are connected

with a huge and growing market of people (with environmental illness) who have nowhere to go. We

could sell 1000 of these homes right now.

OPPORTUNITIES – Between our expensive, unhealthy housing and our homelessness, the US economy

creates a gap for healthy, low-income home ownership that is finally getting some attention and funding.

This model could make Silver City famous and become a role model city like Moab, Utah.

https://www.communityrebuilds.org/

ASPIRATIONS – Our near-term goal is to create a 10-acre campus for our school that functions as a) our

training facility and classroom b) our 3D design display for our four house designs and c) residential

housing for students and visiting teachers and d) our proof of concept designed to inspire replication.

Our long term goal is to create skilled graduates to recreate the whole neighborhood design over and

over.

RESULTS – We will know that we have achieved our goals when:

● 12 buildings and 1 garden are finished on our Pilot Village campus

● 25 students have graduated from our training

● 3 new earth-based construction companies have been created

● 1 Natural Building Festival is hosted every year, and

● Our podcast and social media subscribers reaches 10,000

BENEFITS FOR GRANT COUNTY

JOBS– A trade school that capitalizes on New Mexico’s unique 2015 Earthen Building Materials Code

designed to create skilled graduates who will start businesses and build more healthy houses and whole

neighborhoods.

MORE HOUSING– Urban flight is squeezing local people out of affordable housing in rural New Mexico

as people move here from out of state. We need more houses and more options for modest earners.

SUSTAINABILITY– The micro village pod model allows resources and expenses to be shared by multiple

homeowners and focuses on food production, water catchment and green energy.

NEIGHBORHOODS– When we create living neighborhoods full of connected people, it takes some

burden off social services because neighbors and the community land trust become the first supports.

The ten-home model can be used for extended families, affinity groups and friends who choose each

other.

https://www.communityrebuilds.org/
https://www.srca.nm.gov/parts/title14/14.007.0004.html


EMPOWERMENT– Once we have a teaching program up and running, the possibilities are endless for

those who can come learn to build themselves a house, either within a micro village pod, or on their own

land. Women can build, homeless people can build, teenagers can build…Sensitive people can build and

have a safe, warm, quiet, peaceful place to live.


